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evolved considerably; however, most of our understand-
ing comes from studies either of static elongation com-
plexes or at positions of regulatory events such as pauseSummary
and termination sites. As such, the question of the rele-
vance of these studies to the mechanism of RNA synthe-The regulation of transcription elongation and termi-
sis remains unclear. The importance of this questionnation appears to be governed by the ability of RNA
is highlighted by kinetic and single-molecule studies.polymerase elongation complexes to adopt multiple
These studies present evidence that RNAP can exist inconformational states; however, the factors control-
a rapidly or slowly elongating state and that the distribu-ling the distribution between these states remain elu-
tion between these states participates in the regulationsive. We used transient-state kinetics to investigate
of pausing and termination (Davenport et al., 2000; Dethe incorporation of single nucleotides. We demon-
Mercoyrol et al., 1990; Yin et al., 1999; Matsuzaki et al.,strate that E. coli RNA polymerase contains an alloste-
1994; Erie et al., 1993). While these studies identify theric binding site in addition to the catalytic site. Binding
existence of two states that exhibit different rates ofof the templated nucleoside triphosphate (NTP), but
catalysis, they do not provide insight into the regulationnot nontemplated NTPs, to this site increases the rate
of the distribution between the states.of nucleotide incorporation. The data suggest that
To understand an enzyme that exhibits such confor-RNA polymerase can exist in a state that catalyzes
mational and functional diversity, it is essential to iden-synthesis slowly (unactivated) and one that catalyzes
tify all steps in each of the pathways and to determinesynthesis rapidly (activated), with the transition from
which step(s) might be rate-limiting and thus subjectthe slow to the fast state being induced by binding of
to regulation. Significantly, only transient-state kineticthe templated NTP to the allosteric site.
methods can identify individual rate-limiting steps. Ac-
cordingly, we present data on the kinetics of addition
Introduction of single and multiple nucleotides. These studies not
only support the existence of slow and fast states of
Transcription, the DNA-directed synthesis of RNA, is the the ternary complex, but also demonstrate how the dis-
first step in the cascade of events that leads to gene tribution between states is regulated. We show that E.
expression. The central role of RNA polymerase (RNAP) coli RNAP has an allosteric binding site that is specific
in transcription is to synthesize the nascent RNA chain for the templated NTP and that binding in this site in-
with high fidelity and at a reasonable rate. This task is duces the switch from the slow to the fast state.
complicated by two fundamental properties of transcrip-
tion. First, transcription is a totally processive process; Results
that is, the RNAP must synthesize the entire transcript
without dissociating. Unlike DNA polymerases, if RNAP All experiments were performed using a DNA template
dissociates, it cannot reassociate with the DNA and RNA that codes for a sequence in which the first cytosine to
chains to resume synthesis. Second, transcription elon- be incorporated is at position 25 (Erie et al., 1993).
gation is highly regulated both by extraneous protein The first 30 nucleotides of the transcript are
factors that bind to the DNA template, the RNA tran-
25script, or the transcription complex as it moves along
the template, and by specific sequence elements (ex- pppAUGUAGUAAG GAGGUUGUAU GGAACAACGC.
pressed either by DNA or RNA) that interact with the
transcribing polymerase at each template position. Stable stalled elongation complexes at 24 are formed
These interactions “fine-tune” the stability of the ternary by carrying out transcription in the absence of CTP.
complex (RNA, DNA, and RNAP) and the rate at which These complexes can be purified from the NTPs and
RNAP moves along the template, and by so doing, mod- used to measure the kinetics of nucleotide incorporation
ulate the transcription of specific genes in accordance at subsequent positions using rapid kinetic methods.
We have investigated the kinetics of cytosine incorpora-with the requirements of the cell. As a result of these
tion at position 25 as a function of CTP concentrationproperties, RNAP appears to have evolved such that it
([CTP]) and of adenosine incorporation at positions26catalyzes multiple reactions and displays an unprece-
and27 in the presence and absence of the nonincorpo-dented level of dynamic flexibility (Erie et al., 1992, 1993;
ratable analog ,-methylene-ATP (AMP-CPP).
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Figure 1. Kinetics of CMP Incorporation
(A) Distribution of the transcription products on a 20% acrylamide, 8 M urea gel as a function of time after the addition of 20 M CTP to
stalled elongation complexes. The lengths of the transcripts are indicated on the right, the identities of the nucleotides incorporated are on
the left, and the times at which the reactions were quenched, in milliseconds, are below each lane.
(B) Plot of the percentage of complexes (normalized) that incorporated a CMP at position 25 for the gel shown in (A). The dashed and
undashed curves are the best single- and double-exponential fits, respectively. The plots in the insert show the residuals for the single- (left)
and double- (right) exponential fits. The quality of the double-exponential fit is clearly better than that of the single-exponential fit (2 [1 exp.] 
1550 and 2 [2 exp.]  332; F  32 [see Experimental Procedures]); however, it is useful to use the single- as well as the double-exponential
fits to examine the data. In addition, this plot represents data at a concentration in which the biphasic behavior of the kinetics is most evident.
(C) Plot of kapp versus [CTP] for all concentrations. Each data point represents the average kapp determined from 2 to 6 independent experiments.
The error bars represent the standard errors in the data. The curve through the data is a weighted least-squares fit to the equation (1[CTP] 
2[CTP]2)/(1  1[CTP]  2[CTP]2), which is the general equation for the velocity (or kapp) of a reaction that exhibits a quadratic dependence
on substrate concentration (Schulz, 1994).
(D) Plot of [CTP]/kapp versus [CTP] for all concentrations. The curve through the data is a weighted least-squares fit to the equation (1 
1[CTP]  2[CTP]2)/(1  2[CTP]).
To analyze the rate of the reaction, the percentage of dence on [CTP], with a negative initial slope. The initial
slope of this plot can be negative only if there is a sigmoi-complexes that incorporated CMP at 25 was quanti-
fied and plotted as a function of time (Figure 1B). To dal dependence of kapp on substrate concentration
(Schulz, 1994), confirming the apparent sigmoidicity ofdetermine the apparent pseudo-first-order-rate con-
stants, kapp, the data for each [CTP] were fit to single the kapp versus [CTP] plot. The sigmoidal substrate-satu-
ration curve indicates that the rate of CMP incorporationexponentials [y  Aexp(kappt)  C]. To investigate the
concentration dependence of the rate of CMP incorpo- has a quadratic dependence on [CTP]. Accordingly,
RNAP must contain two binding sites, presumably theration, kapp and [CTP]/kapp were plotted as a function of
[CTP] (Figures 1C and 1D). If the incorporation kinetics catalytic site and an allosteric site, to which CTP can
bind, with binding to the allosteric site causing an in-follow simple Michaelis-Menten kinetics (i.e., RNAP24 
CTP ⇀↽ RNAP24•CTP → RNAP25  PPi), the plot of kapp crease in the rate of CMP incorporation (Schulz, 1994;
Segel, 1975). In other words, CTP is acting as both aversus [CTP] will be hyperbolic and the plot of [CTP]/
kapp versus [CTP] will be linear with a positive slope substrate and an allosteric effector. Notably, 20 years
ago, studies of the kinetics of transcription initiation led(Segel, 1975; Schulz, 1994). Interestingly, the plot of
kapp versus [CTP] (Figure 1C) is not hyperbolic but is to the suggestion that RNAP may contain a nucleotide
binding site in addition to the catalytic site (Nierman andsigmoidal. Because the sigmoidicity is difficult to see in
this plot, it is useful to plot [CTP]/kapp versus [CTP] (Fig- Chamberlin, 1980). These results suggest that RNAP can
exist in a rapidly elongating state and a slowly elongatingure 1D), which is a sensitive indicator of sigmoidal kinet-
ics (Schulz, 1994). Investigation of this latter plot (Figure state, consistent with previous studies (Davenport et al.,
2000). Furthermore, these results indicate that binding1D) reveals that [CTP]/kapp exhibits a nonlinear depen-
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Figure 2. Effect of Nontemplated NTPs on CMP incorporation at
Position 25
Plots of the percentage of complexes that incorporated CMP (or Figure 3. Activation of AMP Incorporation at Positions26 and27
UMP) at position 25 in the presence of 5 M CTP and in the by AMP-CPP
presence and absence of 200 M UTP. Closed diamonds: 200 M Stalled elongation complexes were formed at position 25 and
UTP  5 M CTP (data include both UMP and CMP incorporation); purified. The complexes were split into two tubes, and AMP-CPP
open circles: 5 M CTP alone; closed squares: 200 M UTP alone; was added to one tube prior to the reaction with 5 M ATP. The
open squares: 200 CTP alone. Notably, the rate of CMP incorpora- gels show the time course of incorporation of AMP at positions26
tion is not significantly affected by the presence of 200 M UTP. and 27 in the absence (top) and presence (bottom) of 500 M
The curves through the data are double-exponential fits. As ex- AMP-CPP, which cannot be incorporated. The lengths of the tran-
pected from previous studies (Erie et al., 1993), the UTP alone control scripts are indicated on the right, the identities of the nucleotide
shows very little misincorporation in 1 s. incorporated are on the left, and the times at which the reactions
were quenched, in milliseconds, are below each lane. A24 denotes
complexes stalled at 24, which are precursors to forming com-of CTP to the allosteric site induces the transition from
plexes stalled at 25. Comparison of the zero time points in thethe slow state to the fast state.
presence and absence of AMP-CPP demonstrates that there is no
contamination of the analog with ATP.
Nontemplated NTPs Do Not Affect the Rate
of Nucleotide Incorporation
To determine if the allosteric site is specific for one or
hancement in rate should be observed upon the addition
more of the NTPs, we examined whether or not nontem-
of a templated but nonincorporatable NTP analog. To
plated NTPs could also activate transcription. If nontem-
test this possibility, we investigated the kinetics of incor-plated NTPs can act as allosteric effectors, we would
poration of AMP at position26 and27 in the presenceexpect to see an increase in the rate of incorporation
and absence of AMP-CPP. As can be seen in Figure 3,of CMP at position 25 in the presence of other NTPs.
there is a small increase in the rate of AMP incorporationTo test this possibility, we measured the rate of CMP
at 26 and a large increase at 27 in the presence ofincorporation at position25 in the presence of different
AMP-CPP. Specifically, in the presence of AMP-CPP, itamounts of ATP, GTP, and UTP with a low [CTP]. We
takes only 20 milliseconds for 90% of the complexes toused a low concentration of CTP because at low [CTP],
reach 27; whereas, in the absence of AMP-CPP, itmost of the complexes are expected to be in the slow
takes 1 s for 90% of the complexes to reach 27. Asstate, and therefore, we would expect to see the signifi-
a control, we investigated the kinetics of CMP incorpora-cant enhancement of rate if nontemplated NTPs could
tion at position 25 in the presence of AMP-CPP andinduce the transition from the slow to the fast state.
observed no enhancement of rate (data not shown), asAddition of nontemplated NTPs has no significant effect
expected from our studies on the effects of nontem-on the kinetics of incorporation of CMP at position 25
plated NTPs. These results, taken together with those(Figure 2), demonstrating that the allosteric site, as well
presented above, are compelling evidence that there is,as the catalytic site, is specific for the templated NTP.
in fact, an allosteric binding site on RNAP that is specificThese results suggest that the DNA template base can
for the templated NTP. If there were not an allostericreside in the allosteric site or the catalytic site. As dis-
site, inhibition of RNA synthesis would be expected incussed later, it is not surprising that the nontemplated
the presence of a nonincorporatable NTP analog.NTPs are not competent to induce the transition from
the slow to the fast state because it would reduce the
Mechanism of Nucleotide Incorporationfidelity of RNA synthesis.
The results presented above are consistent with a ki-
netic mechanism in which the substrate acts both as aAddition of a Templated, Nonincorporatable NTP
substrate and as an allosteric effector (Segel, 1975). TheAnalog Activates Transcription
two simplest mechanisms of this type are essential andA key prediction of the proposed allosteric binding site,
which is specific for the incoming NTP, is that an en- nonessential activation mechanisms (Segel, 1975), with
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Figure 4. Nonessential Activation Mechanism with the Templated NTP as the Activator
(A) The top and bottom paths represent synthesis in the activated (fast) and unactivated (slow) states, respectively. The red and magenta
boxes represent the catalytic and allosteric binding sites, respectively, and the product-terminus binding site is shown as the pink box. The
colored lines connected to the nucleotide represent the RNA chain. PP stands for pyrophosphate. The labels above and below the drawings
identify the states, with S and SA representing substrate bound in the catalytic site and the allosteric site, respectively. The rate and dissociation
constants shown next to the transitions are those used to generate the curves in (B). (In an essential activation mechanism, the rate constant
kunact is zero; that is, synthesis occurs only in the activated state.)
(B) Plots of the percentage of complexes that incorporated CMP at position 25. Data for reactions at seven CTP concentrations (1, 5, 10,
20, 50, 100, and 500 M) are shown. The data for 50 M CTP are shown in both the left and right graphs for reference. The curves were
generated from the mechanism and constants shown in (A) using the program KinTekSim (Anderson et al., 1988; Barshop et al., 1983; Zimmerlie
and Frieden, 1989).
the substrate acting as the activator (Figure 4A). These (Eslow  Efast)  Eslowexp(kslowt)  Efastexp(kfastt)). In an
effort to distinguish between these two mechanisms,two mechanisms differ only in that in nonessential acti-
vation, the reaction can occur in the absence of the the curves were fit to single and double exponentials
and the qualities of the fits compared (Figure 1B). Signifi-activator, while in essential activation, the activator must
be bound for the reaction to occur (i.e., kunact  0) (Figure cantly, for all concentrations between 5 and 100 M,
a double-exponential fit was significantly better (with4A). If RNAP follows an essential activation mechanism,
the rate curves should be fit well by single exponentials greater than 99% confidence) as judged by the F test
(see Experimental Procedures) (Shoemaker, 1981;(i.e., Etot  Etotexp(kappt); whereas, if it follows a nones-
sential activation mechanism, the rate curves could be Moore, 1995). This result indicates that the kinetics are
biphasic and strongly supports a mechanism in whichrepresented by the sum of two exponentials (i.e., y 
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there are two rate-limiting steps to nucleotide incorpora- Discussion
tion. In the context of allosteric regulation, this result is
consistent with a nonessential activation mechanism in Model of Nucleotide Incorporation
The first clue that RNAP could exist in an unactivatedwhich the activated state (RNAP bound with substrate
in the allosteric site) catalyzes synthesis more rapidly or an activated state came from studies of misincorpora-
tion at 25 on the same template used here (Erie etthan the unactivated state (Figure 4A).
If either of these mechanisms is correct for RNAP, we al., 1993). In this earlier study, it was found that RNA
synthesis maintains RNAP in a long-lived activated stateshould be able to fit the data at all [CTP] with a single
set of rate and binding constants. Using the results from that becomes unactivated when transcription is slowed,
such as when the next NTP is not present or after athe double-exponential fits as a starting point (see Ex-
perimental Procedures), we are able to fit the data to a misincorporation event. The data in Figure 3 also sup-
port the idea of a long-lived activated state, in that thenonessential activation mechanism using the constants
shown in Figure 4A. Inspection of Figure 4B reveals that rate enhancement from AMP-CPP is greater at27 than
26, indicating that the complexes do not have to passthis mechanism can fit the data for all [CTP] with a single
set of rate and binding constants (Figure 4A). In contrast, through the unactivated state at every position. In addi-
tion, the misincorporation studies demonstrated that thefor the essential activation mechanism, we were not able
to find a single set of rate and binding constants that unactivated state is not in rapid equilibrium with the
activated state (Erie et al., 1993). This result connoteswould yield satisfactory fits to the data at all [CTP] (data
not shown). These results taken together with the bipha- that the templated NTP binds to the allosteric site and
drives the transition from the unactivated slow state tosic kinetics support the nonessential activation mecha-
nism shown in Figure 4A. the activated fast state; that is,
The activated state catalyzes synthesis 30 times
KdA  Ktfaster than the unactivated state (kunact  40 s1 and
kact  1200 s1) (Figure 4A). In contrast, the substrate E24  S ↽⇀ E24SA ↽⇀ E24*SA
dissociation constant for the catalytic site is greater for
In this mechanism, the observed allosteric binding con-the activated state than for the unactivated state (Kunact
stant Kallos KdA Kt, where KdA is the real binding constant55 M and Kact  130 M). These results indicate that
binding of CTP to the allosteric site increases the cata- and Kt is the transformation constant for the conforma-
lytic activity of the enzyme while decreasing the binding tional change (Koshland et al., 1966; Segel, 1975).
affinity of CTP to the substrate site. This mild anticooper- Taking the data presented here together with those
ativity between binding to the allosteric and the catalytic from the previous study (Erie et al., 1993) lead us to
sites simultaneously suggests that these sites are not propose the model shown in Figure 5. In this model, we
independent and interact in an antagonistic manner, suggest that the unactivated state (En) is one in which the
which is consistent with our earlier suggestion that the ternary complex is in a partially “open state” (Polyakov et
DNA template base can reside in either site. al., 1995; Artsimovitch and Landick, 2000) with poor
While this mechanism (Figure 4A) is not unique, it is alignment of the reacting groups (Erie et al., 1993) (Fig-
one of the simplest mechanisms that can fit the data. ures 5A and 5B). Such poor alignment would result in
The major assumption is that NTP binding occurs via slow synthesis in the unactivated state. In the absence
rapid equilibrium. In light of the suggestion that the NTPs of binding of the templated NTP to the allosteric site,
enter the active site through a narrow channel (Zhang such as at low NTP concentrations, synthesis continues
et al., 1999), it is possible, if not likely, that NTP binding slowly along the unactivated pathway. Upon binding of
may be a rate-limiting step. If NTP binding is rate limiting the templated NTP to the allosteric site, the DNA tem-
and there is more than one NTP binding site on RNAP, plate base interacts with the NTP in the allosteric site
the kinetic curves could be biphasic and the kapp versus and induces the transition from the unactivated (EnSA)
[CTP] could be sigmoidal even if only the activated state to the activated (E*nSA) state. This transition is a confor-
(E*SAS) were competent to catalyze synthesis (Segel, mational change in RNAP that optimizes the geometry of
1975). Such a case would require that the path in which the DNA template, the RNA transcript, and the substrate
the allosteric site is filled first followed by filling the binding site for catalysis (Figures 5A and 5B). Subse-
catalytic site (E  S⇀↽ E*SA  S⇀↽ E*SAS) be kinetically quent binding of the templated NTP in the catalytic site
preferred over the path in which the catalytic site is filled causes the DNA template base to switch from the allo-
first followed by filling the allosteric site (E  S⇀↽ ES  steric site to the catalytic site and allows rapid synthesis
S ⇀↽ E*SAS) (Figure 4A). The main consequence that in the activated state (E*nSAS). The idea that the DNA
rate-limiting binding would have on the discussion that template base can switch between the catalytic and
follows is whether or not RNAP can catalyze synthesis allosteric sites is supported both by the observation that
in the unactivated state. It would not change the basic nontemplated NTPs cannot induce the transition to the
conclusions about the role of the two states in the regu- activated state (Figure 2) and by the mild anticooperativ-
lation of transcription. While this mechanism (Figure 4A) ity of binding CTP to the catalytic and allosteric sites
may not be completely correct in all the details, it cap- simultaneously (Figure 4A). Specifically, if the template
tures the key properties governing nucleotide incorpora- base can interact with only one NTP at a time and the
tion and provides a reasonably good quantitative fit to interaction of the NTP with the DNA template base pro-
the kinetic data at all [CTP]. Consequently, it is useful vides part of the binding energy for binding to both
to view the regulation of transcription in the context of the catalytic and allosteric sites, a reduction in binding
affinity would be expected if both sites are filled simulta-this basic nonessential activation mechanism.
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Figure 5. Model of Nucleotide Incorporation
(A) During transcription of DNA (brown lines and cylinders), RNAP (teal or blue) catalyzes the synthesis of RNA (purple line) via an unactivated
slow state (En) and an activated fast state (E*n). The activated state is a relatively high-energy state that is maintained by rapid nucleotide
incorporation. Upon nucleotide depletion, it decays into the lower energy unactivated state in which the DNA clamp may be partially disengaged.
Binding of the templated NTP to the catalytic site (blue oval) in the unactivated state (EnS) results in slow nucleotide incorporation (En1) due
to poor alignment of the reacting groups at the active site. In the absence of binding of the templated NTP in the allosteric site (orange box),
synthesis will continue along the unactivated pathway. To reenter the activated pathway, RNA polymerase must bind the templated NTP in
the allosteric site (EnSA), which induces a conformational change in the RNAP that optimizes the nucleic acid geometry for phosphodiester
bond formation (E*nSA). At this point, the DNA template base (red line) is interacting with the NTP in the allosteric site. Subsequent binding of
a second templated NTP to the catalytic site (E*nSAS) causes the DNA template base to switch from the allosteric site to interact with the
NTP in the catalytic site, resulting in rapid nucleotide incorporation and the release of the NTP from the allosteric site and pyrophosphate
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neously. After nucleotide incorporation, the activated Fidelity
Given this nonessential activation mechanism (Figurestate (E*n1) is long lived (Erie et al., 1993); therefore,
synthesis may be able to continue in the activated state 4A), we can refine the mechanism previously proposed
to explain the maintenance of fidelity (Erie et al., 1993).without the allosteric site being filled at each position.
If the complexes decay back into the unactivated state Defining fidelity as the ratio of the rate of correct versus
incorrect incorporation, we can estimate the fidelity at(En1), the cycle of activation must be repeated. It is not
clear if binding to the allosteric site is sufficient to induce position 25. Comparison of the rates of correct and
incorrect incorporation in the activated and unactivatedthe transition to a long-lived activated state or if this
state only becomes long lived after nucleotide incorpo- states permits us to estimate the relative fidelities of
these states. Because no (	1%) misincorporation wasration. If binding to the allosteric site were sufficient
to produce a long-lived activated state, incubation of observed in the unactivated state for times as long as
400 min (Erie et al., 1993), we can only estimate a lowercomplexes stalled at 25 with low concentrations of
AMP-CPP prior to the addition of ATP should result in limit of the fidelity of this state. The fidelity at position
25 in the unactivated state is 
107 and that in thea similar rate enhancement as seen in Figure 3. Because
the presence of 5 M AMP-CPP did not result in an activated state is 105 (see Experimental Procedures).
These results indicate that the unactivated state is aenhancement of rate of AMP incorporation at positions
26 or 27 (data not shown), simple binding of the higher fidelity state than the activated state, as proposed
previously (Erie et al., 1993). Consistent with this conclu-templated NTP to the allosteric site probably is not suffi-
cient to produce a long-lived activated state. It may be sion, a small amount of misincorporation can been seen
at position 28 in the presence of AMP-CPP but not inthat both the allosteric and the catalytic sites must be
filled to induce the transition to the activated state or its absence (Figure 3). More misincorporation would be
expected in the presence of AMP-CPP, because, in thethat it becomes long lived only after nucleotide incorpo-
ration. In this model (Figures 4A, 5A, and 5B), the distri- presence of AMP-CPP, a greater percentage of the com-
plexes should be in the activated state after AMP incor-bution of complexes in the activated and unactivated
states is controlled by the lifetime (or stability) of the poration at 27 than in the absence of AMP-CPP.
The higher fidelity of the unactivated state probablyactivated state, the rate of nucleotide incorporation, and
the affinity of the NTP for the allosteric and catalytic results from a suboptimal conformation of the 3 OH of
the nascent transcript in the catalytic site (Figure 5B).sites. It is likely that RNA-DNA, RNA-protein, and DNA-
protein interactions all contribute to the stability of the Because the incorrect (nontemplated) NTP will also be
bound in the catalytic site with improper geometry (Erieactivated state (Yarnell and Roberts, 1999; Landick,
1999). et al., 1993) (Figure 5B), the rate of misincorporation
could easily be unobservable. Similarly, binding of theAlthough this model supports the existence of the
two states observed in recent single-molecule studies incorrect NTP to the allosteric site probably cannot in-
duce the transition from the unactivated to the activated(Davenport et al., 2000), it does not provide an explana-
tion for the apparent slow transitions between states state, because binding with the correct geometry (i.e.,
productive binding) in conjunction with pairing with thethat they observed. In the single-molecule studies, the
template contains many pause sites, there is not single templated base in the allosteric site is required to induce
the transition to the activated state. In this manner, thebase resolution, and the data are low-pass filtered;
therefore, transitions between states may appear slower allosteric site functions to trap the complexes in the
unactivated state in the absence of the correct NTP.than they are (Guthold and Erie, 2001).
In regards to the location of the allosteric site on Finally, if the 3-terminal nucleotide in the RNA transcript
is mispaired, the transition from the unactivated to theRNAP, it must be near the active site such that the DNA
template base could interact with an NTP bound in the activated state is inhibited; thereby allowing RNAP and
its accessory proteins to correct the error (Erie et al.,site. Examination of the X-ray crystal structure (Zhang
et al., 1999) reveals that there is room near the active site 1993).
These results give us further insight into how RNAPfor multiple NTPs to bind; however, there is insufficient
information, at present, to identify potential sites. Likely maintains fidelity and sheds light onto the observation
that activation requires binding of the templated NTPlocations are just inside the channel. Such a location
could permit the DNA template base to sample the allo- to the allosteric site. Specifically, if a nontemplated NTP
could activate RNAP, a reduction in fidelity would occur.steric as well as the catalytic site.
(PPi) from the catalytic site (E*n1). Because this state, E*n1, is generally long lived, the requirement for binding to the allosteric site may be
relaxed and subsequent synthesis on the activated pathway may occur rapidly even in the absence of the templated NTP binding in the
allosteric site. Whether RNAP continues synthesizing along the activated pathway or falls into the unactivated pathway is determined by the
rate of nucleotide incorporation and the rate of decay into the unactivated state (red arrow). (In this model, NTPs are simultaneously bound
in the catalytic and allosteric sites but the DNA template base interacts with only one NTP at a time.)
(B) Model of the active site geometry of the RNA terminus and the incoming NTP in the unactivated (left) and activated (right) states. In the
activated state, the alignment is optimized for phosphodiester bond formation leading to rapid synthesis if the correct NTP is bound. The
incorrect NTP binds in a configuration with suboptimal geometry, resulting in slow incorporation (Erie et al., 1993). Similarly, in the unactivated
state, the position of the 3OH of the nascent transcript relative to the bound NTP has changed and is no longer optimal for catalysis, resulting
in a slowed rate of incorporation. Because catalysis still occurs in this state, the reacting groups must still be close to one another. The
hashed lines around the nucleic acids denote the protein. The NTP site is modeled from studies of Eckstein and coworkers (Armstrong et al.,
1979; Erie et al., 1992). Both of these models are for conceptual purposes and are not meant to represent actual geometries or conformations
of RNAP complexes.
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The allosteric binding site provides a mechanism by tivated and unactivated states, the half-life of the pause
will be determined by the rate of catalysis from this statewhich RNAP can respond to conditions of NTP starva-
tion, especially for a single NTP. If one NTP is depleted in and the affinity for the templated-NTP to the allosteric
site as well as to the catalytic site.vivo, the ternary complexes will fall into the unactivated
state when that NTP is to be incorporated. These com- In this context, antitermination proteins may inhibit
termination by locking the ternary complex into the acti-plexes either will remain in this state, undergo additional
conformational changes to backtracked (Komissarova vated state (Yarnell and Roberts, 1999; Landick, 1999).
In addition, they may induce the transition from the un-and Kashlev, 1997) or arrested states (Landick, 1999;
Erie et al., 1993), or signal the action of accessory pro- activated to the activated state, overriding the require-
ment for NTP binding to the allosteric site. Consistentteins. An example of the latter case is that of the acces-
sory protein GreA, which can induce cleavage of the with these suggestions, studies on the phage antitermi-
nator protein Q, which causes antitermination and inhib-RNA transcript only after the complexes have entered
the unactivated state (Erie et al., 1993). Interestingly, its pausing (Yang and Roberts, 1989) show that Q affects
the RNAP in the region of NTP binding (Yarnell andstudies on RNA polymerase II (RNAP II) fidelity (Thomas
et al., 1998) indicate that it maintains fidelity by a similar Roberts, 1999).
Eukaryotic RNAPs also appear to exist in two differentmechanism as E. coli RNAP and that the accessory
protein TFIIS, the functional homolog of GreA, also does conformational states (Coulombe and Burton, 1999; Up-
tain et al., 1997; Landick, 1999; Conaway and Conaway,not recognize the activated state.
1999). It has been suggested that RNAP II must switch
from a slow (hesitant) state to a fast (overdrive) state toMultiple Conformational States and
accomplish transcription of human genes, which areTranscriptional Control
typically 104 to 106 base pairs in length (Uptain et al.,It has become increasingly evident that pausing and
1997; Landick, 1999; Conaway and Conaway, 1999). Duetermination, like fidelity, are governed by a branched
to high conservation of the core enzymes of E. coli RNAPpathway in which the ternary complexes are partitioned
and the eukaryotic RNAPs, we suggest that RNAP II alsobetween a state that is susceptible to the pause or termi-
contains an allosteric site that controls the distribution ofnation signal and one that is not (Telesnitsky and Cham-
the two states.berlin, 1989; Landick, 1999; Yarnell and Roberts, 1999;
Davenport et al., 2000; Buc, 2000; Yin et al., 1999; Matsu-
Changing Views of Transcriptionzaki et al., 1994; Guthold and Erie, 2001). These two
Given the presence of an allosteric site, it behooves usstates have been called “hesitant” and “overdrive” (Lan-
to revisit much of the published works and consider,dick, 1999) because there appears to be a correlation
anew, our experimental designs. For example, what in-between the speed of RNA synthesis and the propensity
formation do studies of stalled complexes provide, givenof RNAP to observe these signals. We propose that the
that the states being probed stem from the unactivatedunactivated state responds to pause and termination
pathway and are likely in a conformation even differentsignals and represents the hesitant state, while the acti-
from that of the unactivated state? In addition, formingvated state ignores these signals and represents the
stalled complexes using low concentrations of NTPsoverdrive state. This suggestion is supported by the
may lead to different results than forming them usingobservation that pausing and termination efficiencies
high concentrations. The path by which the polymeraseare generally greater at low NTP concentrations (Neff
arrives at a site can undoubtedly affect the function atand Chamberlin, 1980; Levin and Chamberlin, 1987),
that site (Uptain et al., 1997). Of course, the results fromwhere the distribution of complexes would be shifted
all studies on NTP concentration dependence must alsoto the unactivated state. In addition, single-molecule
be reconsidered. It is likely that the synthesis of RNAstudies demonstrated that all RNAP molecules that ter-
transcripts is even more complicated than presentedminate undergo a rate-limiting conformational transition
here and the study of transcription will continue to beprior to termination (Yin et al., 1999; Guthold and Erie,
filled with surprises in the years to come.2001). This observation is consistent with RNAP switch-
ing from the activated to the unactivated state prior to
Experimental Procedurestermination and therefore with the idea that the first step
in termination is the conversion of the activated state Sources of Protein and DNA
to the unactivated state. Accordingly, pause and termi- His-tagged RNAP was purified from log phase cells of strain RL916
(gift of R. Landick) as described previously (Uptain and Chamberlin,nation efficiencies will be governed, in part, by the distri-
1997; Burgess and Jendrisak, 1975). The DNA template was pre-bution between the activated and unactivated states.
pared from pDE13 and amplified by PCR (Erie et al., 1993). ThePerhaps the distribution between these states prior to
biotinylated 540 nucleotide fragment contains the PR promoter andthe pause or termination site determines the pause and
codes for a transcript in which the first cytosine is at 25.
termination efficiencies. This suggestion is supported
by studies that show that the stretch of U residues found In Vitro Transcription Reactions
RNAP (20 nM) and 5-biotinylated DNA template (20 nM) bound toin most intrinsic termination sequences causes RNAP to
streptavidin-coated magnetic beads were incubated 10 min at 30Cslow down just prior to reaching the termination site (Gu-
in 1 TB1 (30 mM HEPES [pH 8.0], 10 mM Mg2 glutamate, 200sarov and Nudler, 1999). On the other hand, it is possible
mM K glutamate, 25 g/mL BSA, and 1 mM dithiothreitol) to formthat pause and termination sites are positions where the
open complexes. Complexes stalled at 24 were formed by adding
half-life of the activated state is very short. It is likely that 5 M UTP, 5 M ATP, and 5 M [-32P]GTP (400 Ci/mmole) and
RNAP takes advantage of both pathways. While pausing incubating at room temperature for 4 min. The reaction tube was
placed next to a strong magnet to retain the complexes, and theefficiency is determined by the distribution between ac-
Allosteric Regulation of Transcription by NTPs
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complexes were washed five times using ice cold 1 TB2 (TB1 
3.7 indicates that a double exponential fits the data better than a
single exponential with a confidence of greater than 95%, and anwithout Mg2 glutamate), resuspended in ice cold 1 TB1, and kept
F value 
6.4 indicates 
99% confidence (Shoemaker, 1981).on ice until used in the kinetic experiments. The kinetic experiments
For the plots of the concentration dependence of the rate con-were performed at room temperature (23C), using a KinTek Rapid
stants, the kinetic data for each [CTP] were fit to single and doubleQuench Flow apparatus. For each time point, 20 l of the purified
exponentials. The rate constants were then averaged and used toelongation complexes were injected into one reactant loop and 20
generate the plots.l of the designated NTP(s) into the other reactant loop. The re-
Fits of the Kinetic Data to Essential and Nonessentialactants were mixed for the indicated times, and the reactions were
Activation Mechanismsstopped with 0.5 M EDTA. Each time point represents a separate
KinSim (Anderson et al., 1988) and Dynafit (Kuzmic, 1996) were usedexperiment. To assure that the results were not dependent on the
to generate kinetic curves for multiple [CTP] using essential andlength of time the complexes remained on ice, time points were
nonessential activation mechanisms (Figure 4A). To obtain initialtaken in different orders. At designated times during the reactions,
values for the binding constants to the catalytic and allosteric sitesa portion of the purified elongation complexes was removed and
and the rate constants for the unactivated and activated states, theextended to full length by the addition of 1 mM of all four NTPs
data from the double-exponential fits of the individual rate curves(chased) to establish that the complexes were still active. Prior to
were used. To determine initial estimates for the binding constantrunning the samples on 8 M urea, 20% polyacrylamide gels, the
to the allosteric site, the percentage of complexes in the fast stateEDTA was removed, and the products were resuspended in 80%
(Efast) is plotted as a function of CTP and fit to a binding curveformamide.
(data not shown). Similarly, to determine initial estimates for theThe multiple nucleotide incorporation experiments were per-
polymerization rate constants, kpol, and the binding constants forformed as described above. Instead of adding only CTP, a mix of
the substrate site for the slow and fast states, the pseudo-first-CTP and ATP, GTP, or UTP was added. Several experiments were
order-rate constants, kslow and kfast, were plotted as a function ofdone in which the concentration of both CTP and ATP were 5, 50,
[CTP] and fit to binding curves (data not shown). These parametersand 100 M. Other NTP combinations tested were: 1 M CTP and
were used as starting points for fitting the data.10 M ATP; 5 M CTP and 20 M GTP; and 5 M CTP with 5, 50,
For the essential activation mechanism, the kinetics fitting pro-100, 200, 500M, or 1 mM UTP. For the nonincorporatable substrate
gram Dynafit (Kuzmic, 1996) was used to fit the data. During theexperiments, stalled elongation complexes were made and purified
fitting procedure, all [CTP] were fit simultaneously; that is, the fitsas described above. The complexes were “walked” to position 25
were globally optimized. The specific chemical equations and con-by incubating them with 1 M CTP for 1 min. The CTP was removed
stants used in the fitting procedure were: E24  S ⇀↽ E24*SA (Kallos),and the complexes were resuspended in 1 TB1 (which contains
E24*SA  S⇀↽ E24*SAS (Kact), E24  2S⇀↽ E24*SAS (Kunact· Kallos), andMg2) and divided in half. 500 M AMP-CPP (Sigma) was added to
E24*SAS → E25*SA (kact) (see Figure 4A). In these fits, all bindinghalf of the complexes. The complexes were kept on ice. Kinetic
constants and the polymerization rate constant were allowed toexperiments were performed at 23C with the two batches of com-
vary simultaneously. In addition, we varied the starting parametersplexes using 5 M ATP. As a control, complexes stalled at position
over several orders on magnitude. Despite these procedures, we
24 were preincubated with AMP-CPP and 5 M CTP was added
were not able to find a single set of constants that produced reason-
to the reaction, and the rate of CMP incorporation was measured.
able fits to data for all [CTP].
For the nonessential activation mechanism, KinSim (Anderson et
Data Analysis al., 1988) was used to fit the data “manually”; that is, the data were
Quantification and Normalization of Rate Data simulated using many different combinations of rate and binding
The amount of radioactivity in each lane of the gel was measured constants until the best fits were obtained. We fit the data manually
on a Molecular Dynamics phosphoimager and analyzed with Im- because neither KinFit nor DynaFit (Anderson et al., 1988; Kuzmic,
ageQuant software. The percentage of complexes at each position 1996) can fit data with branched pathways in which one of the
on the template was calculated by dividing the amount of radioactiv- equilibrium constants is not independent. Using the data from the
ity in the indicated band by the total amount of radioactivity in all double-exponential fits allowed us to rapidly find a set of binding
the bands 24 nucleotides and longer. In most experiments, there and rate constants that produced good fits to the data for the nones-
were some complexes that had misincorporated to 25 during sential activation mechanism. There are, however, more than one
stalled elongation complex formation. There were also some com- set of rate and binding constants that can fit the data.
plexes stalled at 24 that did not elongate over the time course Calculation of Fidelity
of the experiment, but did elongate in the chase reactions. Such The rate of UMP misincorporation at position 25 was measured
complexes have been observed previously (Komissarova and at 20 M UTP (Erie et al., 1993). The rate in the activated state is
Kashlev, 1997). To compare data from different experiments, it was 9.2 104 s1, while that in the unactivated state is too slow to
observe (Erie et al., 1993). We can, however, estimate an upper limitnecessary to normalize the data such that at 0 time, there was 0%
for this rate by assuming that 1% misincorporation occurred at theincorporation and upon completion, there was 100% incorporation.
400 min time point (this amount of incorporation would be undetect-Accordingly, the percent of complexes that were at 25 prior to the
able). Assuming that the unactivated state follows first order kinet-addition of CTP were subtracted from each time point. The data
ics, 1% incorporation in 400 min yields a rate of 4.2  107 s1 forwere then normalized to 100% by dividing each time point by the
20M UTP. To compare the rates of correct and incorrect incorpora-highest percentage of complexes that reached 25. The experi-
tion, we need to calculate the rate of CMP incorporation at 20 M.ments were conducted 2 to 6 times for each concentration.
Assuming that the unactivated and activated state each follow firstSingle- and Double-Exponential Fits of Rate Curves
order kinetics, the rate of incorporation in each of these states atEach data set was fit to both single- and double-exponential equa-
any given concentration is kpol[[CTP]/([CTP]  Kd)], where kpol is thetions. Biphasic kinetics could result from two sequential steps (E→
catalytic rate constant and Kd is the dissociation constant for eachE → P) or from two forms of the enzyme catalyzing the reaction at
state. Using the rate and binding constants in Figure 4A (for thedifferent rates (E→ P and E→ P). Because the double-exponential
unactivated state kpol  40 s1 and Kd  55 M; for the activatedfit has two additional parameters relative to the single-exponential
state kpol 1200 s1 and Kd 130M) the rate for CMP incorporationfit, the quality of the fit will necessarily be better for the double-
at 20 M CTP is 156 s1 and 11 s1 for the activated state andexponential fit. Consequently, it is necessary to use F statistics to
unactivated state, respectively. Comparison of the rates of CMPdetermine if a double-exponential fit is warranted. For this case, the
versus UMP incorporation gives fidelities of 1.7 105 and 2.6  107definition of F is
for the activated and unactivated states, respectively. (All these
rates are turnover numbers; i.e., v/total enzyme.)F  1/2 [(N2)21/22  (N4)]
where N is the number of points in the data set and 21 and 22 are Acknowledgments
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